Soph Dance Bid Set to Continue Till February

Tickets for the Soph Ball which have an end in the Sullivan for the last two years, but according to the plans of the Sophomore Council, will be sold at a reduced price of $1.00 each on Friday, February 2.

The Soph Ball is to be a bonfire dance and all the affair will be to relieve the Saturday night crisis of the Underclassmen and to give the Sophomores a chance to dance without the price restraint of $1.00.

The event will take place at the Rice Gymnasium next Friday night, February 2.

Owl Cagers Face Big Bad Exams During Week

Next week Rice's undergraduate, championship-hungry Owls will face exams which will determine the end of their academic careers in a hundred different subjects. The annual undergraduate students' study tables will be crowded with books, notes, chessmen and markers, and all save the few hardy exceptions will be waging a bitter struggle for the show.

The exams will allow the first week of March to proclaim the dignity of the underclassmen inasmuch as they have already been promoted.

Rice Engineers Elect Officers For New Term

The Rice College Engineers announced their officers for the coming term last week at a meeting held in the essays on the subject of "Shakespeare's Influence on Literature." The meeting was attended by Prof. Kittredge and other members of the faculty.

One of the officers is Prof. Kittredge, who is well known for his work in the field of English literature.

"Kitty", Harvard Man of Many Legends, Will Be On Time Tonight

"Kitty" was a Harvard man of many legends. According to legend, he was the first person to cross the finish line in the Boston Marathon.

"Kitty" was also known for his ability to hold his breath for an entire minute.

Professor Kittredge To Lecture Here on Shakespeare Tonight

"Shakespeare's Villains" is the title of the lecture which Professor Kittredge will deliver at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the University of Texas Auditorium.

"Shakespeare's Villains" is a book which Professor Kittredge has written on the subject of Shakespeare's villains. The book has been well received by critics and readers alike.

The lecture will be followed by a question-and-answer session with the author.

Radio Programs

The Rice Institute Radio Program will broadcast a special program on Shakespeare tonight. The program will feature readings from some of Shakespeare's works, as well as music and commentary.

Bible May Be New Athlete at Texas University

Texas University has announced plans to add a new sport to its athletic program. The new sport is...
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Mr. Lloyd, the titular role of Twelfth Night-Come-True, has begun his reign of Jovian excess, with an anachronistic, wistful, and amoral approach that is as much a reminder of the time-honored traditions of Shakespeare as it is a nod to the modern. With a lilt and elegance that is both aristocratic and debonair, Mr. Lloyd commands the stage with a grace that is both regal and humble, a mixture that is both charming and captivating.
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SMU Soph to Be Crosby's Guest on Hollywood Trip

Mary Winfield, Southern Methodist University's student correspondent, will be the guest of Bing Crosby during their current stay in Town. Crosby is a member of the board of directors of the school and is a frequent visitor to the campus. Winfield has been covering the school's activities for several years, and her presence on the campus has been a welcome addition to the student body.
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employment as an insurance agent is one of the most satisfying and rewarding careers available. It allows you to help people protect their homes, families, and businesses from the financial hardships that can result from unexpected events.
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By virtue of their wins over A. & M, and Texas against no losses, the high scoring Owls now lead the conference race with 26 points in only two games. The three

most home games. On February 9 and 17 the Owls will travel to Fayetteville for an all-important double series.

If the Owls stand up under their pressure of February schedules and win both, they will really deserve the
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